
The Signals Network supports arrested “Football Leaks” whistleblower 
 
San Francisco, January 17, 2019 - The whistleblower, part of the so-called “Football Leaks” 
which exposed wrongdoing across the football industry and by major players, is being given 
legal and other support by The Signals Network, a French-American foundation dedicated to 
supporting those who take the risk of exposing information in the public interest. 
 
Rui Pedro Gonçalves Pinto, 30, was arrested in Budapest, Hungary on January 16, 2019 at the 
request of Portuguese authorities who are seeking his extradition to face charges of data theft 
and extortion. 
 
Pinto’s French lawyer, William Bourdon, who serves on The Signals Network advisory board 
and has represented prominent whistleblowers Edward Snowden and Antoine Deltour, 
described his client as a “very great European whistleblower and part of the Football Leaks” . 
Pinto, he said, was motivated to expose criminal activity in football to the world.  
 
Bourdon, who used his own press release to first name Pinto as the man arrested in Budapest, 
said he and Pinto’s Portuguese and Hungarian lawyers will oppose the extradition. 
 
The French-American foundation The Signals Network is providing legal and other support to 
Rui Pinto. The Signals Network offers support services to a selected number of whistleblowers 
who have contributed to published reports that expose significant wrongdoing The types of 
services the Signals Network can consider providing in appropriate cases include: legal support, 
information security, media relations, advocacy, psychological support, and safe-housing. 
 
“The Football Leaks are key revelations of high public interest,” said Delphine Halgand-Mishra, 
the Executive Director of The Signals Network. 
 
“These leaks have been investigated by major international media organisations including Der 
Spiegel, Mediapart and other members of European Investigative Collaborations (EIC Network) 
for several years,” she added. “None of the articles published were subjected to a complaint for 
defamation, as Mediapart highlights. Many Football Leaks revelations initiated judicial 
investigations across Europe, in France, in Switzerland, in Spain and even in the United States.  
 
“For all these reasons, Rui Pinto deserves to be supported by all those who are committed to 
defend press freedom and investigative journalism,” she said. 
 
Der Spiegel and all media members of EIC Network, as a matter of principle and to protect                 
sources, do not comment on the identity of its possible sources. 
 
About The Signals Network 

https://eic.network/projects/football-leaks
https://thesignalsnetwork.org/whistleblowers-protection-program/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Snowden
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luxembourg_Leaks
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/5687428-Press-Release-Jan-2019.html
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/5687428-Press-Release-Jan-2019.html
https://thesignalsnetwork.org/whistleblowers-protection-program/
https://www.mediapart.fr/journal/international/170119/un-lanceur-d-alerte-lie-aux-football-leaks-arrete-en-hongrie
http://www.spiegel.de/sport/fussball/whistleblower-von-football-leaks-in-budapest-verhaftet-a-1248598.html


The Signals Network  is a French-American non-profit organization. It aims to advance public 
interest by encouraging transparency, accountability, reporting and whistleblowing. Its goal is to 
create a pro-active dynamic towards whistleblowers. 
  
Its first program focuses on supporting investigative collaborations, so newsrooms are better 
equipped to work proactively with whistleblowers. Ths Signals plays a project management role 
in the collaborative efforts of its current media partners which include Die Zeit, Mediapart, The 
Daily Telegraph and The Intercept. The Signals provides media partners with access to digital 
security experts and a network of lawyers to whom they can refer putative whistleblowers who 
are in need of legal counsel, along with resources for journalists and whistleblowers. As a first 
step, The Signals media partners chose to call for information on the misuse of big data. They 
are now actively investigating the tips received over the last months. 
  
The Signals second program is the Whistleblower Protection Program which affords customized 
support services - legal, psychological, PR management, advocacy, online security, temporary 
safe-housing - to a selected number of whistleblowers, who have contributed to published 
reports of significant wrongdoing.  
 
For more information contact: 
 
Delphine Halgand-Mishra, Executive Director, The Signals Network: delphine@thesignals.org 
William Bourdon, French attorney: + 33 6 08 45 55 46  
Francisco TEIXERA DA MOTA, Portuguese attorney: +35 1 919 701 525  
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